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Abstract: “Everything somewhere” or “something everywhere” is the classic dilemma concerning
the development and implementation of the future generation of vehicles, i.e., automated vehicles
(AVs). Both strategies include diverse policy options that could significantly impact road networks’
planning, design, operation, and utilization. Until now, no significant research has been conducted
concerning their implications. In this paper, we aim to examine how ready the current physical infras-
tructure is by identifying the requirements of each strategy and then applying them in a common type
of intersection. The study’s findings demonstrate that AVs’ performance can be affected by policy im-
plementation decisions and adds further weight to the argument of AVs separation or no-separation
from no-AVs traffic. Furthermore, the insignificant improvements in traffic performance imply the
low readiness of the current road networks in urban areas to accommodate the new technology. This
study contributes to determining that research on the readiness of the road infrastructure and the
deployment of AVs in urban areas is inevitable. It also identifies that roads’ geometric design can
dramatically affect AVs’ operation and the difficulties of implementing dedicated lanes in urban
areas due to space availability.

Keywords: automated vehicles; road design; road infrastructure; traffic simulation; traffic performance

1. Introduction

Arthur C. Clarke quoted back in 1973 that the only way of discovering the limits
of the possible is to venture a little way past them into the impossible [1]. Driverless
vehicles were science fiction then, but now automated cars are already being seen on public
roads. Implementing automated vehicles (AVs) in transport networks brings about a range
of possible benefits and potential implications. However, despite the huge investments,
they are unlikely to hit the markets shortly without first achieving 100% reliable and
safe operation.

“Everything somewhere” and “something everywhere” are the two main strategies
adopted to develop and deploy AVs. Both of them incorporate different policy options that
could drastically affect the planning and design of road infrastructure. The “everything
somewhere” approach implies the implementation of fully automated vehicles only in
autonomy-enabled areas, while the second approach encompasses the improvement and
enhancement of automated driving systems and the gradual progress to higher levels of
automation (Table 1). The first strategy is embraced by the Information and Technology
(IT) industry, compared to the “something everywhere” strategy, which the traditional car
manufacturers adopt [2].
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Table 1. Levels of automation [3].

Level Name Description Driving
Environment

0 no automation the human drivers are entirely responsible
for the control of their vehicle

monitored by
human driver1 driver

assistance
lateral or longitudinal vehicle control

is automated

2 partial
automation

lateral and longitudinal vehicle control
is automated

3 conditional
automation

driving tasks are automated, although
human driver intervention is expected

upon request monitored by
automated

driving system
4 high

automation
driving tasks are automated, and

human driver intervention is not expected

5 full
automation

driving tasks are automated,
and no human driver intervention is

required

Level 1 vehicles are already on public roads as most modern passenger cars incorporate
adaptive cruise control or lane-keep technologies. Nowadays, cars that qualify for level 2
automation are also available to the public. Various automobile companies have already
produced vehicles that simultaneously merged two or more advanced driver assistance
systems (ADAS). The “something everywhere” approach captures the advancement to
the next level of automation. Level 3 or conditional automation is where the vehicle
will be capable of performing various driving tasks independently. However, the human
driver must be ready to intervene at any time upon request. At this point, the first issues
have been raised concerning the safety risks of driverless cars. The anticipated interaction
between the human and the system, the potentially mixed traffic flow, and the infrastructure
requirements challenge the road network’s readiness. There is a lack of studies examining
the implications of level 3 vehicles on the physical infrastructure in the literature [4].
Because of the aforementioned unsolved matters, different initiatives decided to skip this
level and pursue higher levels of AVs. The next level (level 4) is where the “everything
somewhere” approach begins [3]. Cars will be ready to travel without human interference
in multiple scenarios and geographic areas, although the driver will still have the option
to take back the control. The main difference between levels 3 and 4 is that the vehicles
can handle critical situations themselves in the latter. Here, a key challenge will be to
expand their operation in more road types and beyond certain speed limits. In the last
level of automation (i.e., level 5 or full automation), the car will be able to drive in every
condition without requiring human attention. The vehicles will not feature steering wheels
or pedals, and they will function more like a taxi than conventional cars. The last two levels
of automation are the ones that hold the potential to dramatically change the way people
travel and also the form of urban areas [5].

Automated vehicles are expected to improve road safety [6] since human error is a
major cause of crashes [7]. However, their anticipated benefits are mainly untested and
contain a great deal of speculation as new types of crashes may appear from this disruptive
paradigm shift. Sharing the roads between different types of vehicles would also create
different demands on road infrastructure. The main dilemma that arises from the two
strategies related to the physical infrastructure is the separation or no-separation of AVs and
no-AVs. Based on the literature, it is possible to identify different variants of these options
as completely separated roads, dedicates lanes, separation only in some zones, the human
driver to regain control in urban areas or mixed traffic flow, fully automated vehicles
only under a specific context (e.g., platooning or shuttles in controlled environments) [3,8].
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However, none of the abovementioned approaches seem to consider the readiness of the
current infrastructure and the potential implications.

The design and construction of new roads or entire autonomy-enabled areas require
significant investments and space. This approach might work outside urban areas or new
housing zones but not inside cities where transport infrastructure has already consumed
most of the “living space”. Alternative options such as city centers, congestion charging
zones, high-occupancy vehicle lanes [9,10] have been identified as potential areas and
zones for AVs implementation in highly-populated areas [2]. Despite the positive impacts
like extra space provision, the deployment of AVs inside urban environments will increase
the interactions with vulnerable road users, growing concerns about safety issues. Hence,
particular countermeasures and infrastructure redesign would be required to improve road
safety. A road lane width is generally between 2.7 to 3.6 m (9–12 ft.) depending on the type
of the roadway [11]. Automated vehicles will allow narrower traffic lanes [9,12] to create
more space for pedestrians and cyclists or increase road capacity. However, narrower lanes
could not be applied where the traffic is also expected to consist of human-driven vehicles
due to safety reasons. The option of mixed traffic flow will also affect other potential
benefits of automation as smooth traffic flow, higher speed limits, less pollution, while the
increased number of conflicts will further reduce the safety levels.

Until now, most of the ongoing research deals with the microscopic quantification
of road traffic performance or safety levels after the deployment of AVs in certain road
entities without considering or investigating potential road geometric design requirements
of the new technology. For example, in [13], the authors examined the effects of traffic
consisting only of AVs on travel speed and travel time. In contrast, in [14], the authors
evaluated the impact of different AVs percentages and traffic volumes on the capacity ratio
of the examined case study and the average speeds of AVs and human-driven vehicles.
Concerning traffic safety performance, existing literature mainly focuses on estimating the
number and severity of conflicts after introducing AVs in traffic streams under different
market penetration scenarios and the number of preventable accidents/fatalities or the
changes in crash/fatality rates by coupling road traffic simulation software with surrogate
safety measures (e.g., [15,16]) or using effectiveness scenarios (e.g., [17,18]).

However, available evidence suggests that traffic performance and safety measures
are influenced by other elements besides traffic composition and flow conditions, e.g.,
human-related factors and geometric road characteristics. For instance, in [19], the authors
showed that the age and experience of drivers could affect traffic performance in terms of
queue lengths and travel times, and traffic safety levels in terms of number and severity of
conflicts. In [20], the authors demonstrated that the intersection control type could also
affect the traffic performance after the introduction of AVs in traffic streams as it was found
that uncontrolled intersections can enhance the anticipated benefits of the new vehicle
technology compared to the other types of intersections.

This work focuses on the road infrastructure in urban areas. Until now, no significant
research has been conducted concerning its readiness. Today’s roads are designed and
built for human drivers, and it is essential to begin planning for the challenges and risks
that these technologies would generate.

In this paper, we aim to examine how ready the current physical infrastructure is by:

• reviewing the different strategies regarding their deployment,
• applying them in a common type of intersection, and
• identifying the potential benefits, barriers, and implications of each strategy.

No sufficient knowledge has yet been acquired on how the different AVs’ implemen-
tation strategies will impact the geometric design of roads. Currently, research on the
configuration requirements is in the early stages, and this study attempts to identify and
summarize the available evidence. It should be highlighted that connectivity capabilities
were out of the scope of this study. Although connectivity in vehicles is a mature technol-
ogy, the diffusion of the technology in the market is still not considerable [21], mainly due
to the requirements that should be met, especially on road infrastructure [4].
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The main contributions of this study are summarized as follows: Firstly, it provides a
comprehensive overview of the relationships between the different deployment strategies
of AVs, their road design, infrastructure and operation requirements, and their traffic
performance implications. To the best of our knowledge, no other study has examined
and compared the various implementation approaches nor considered their demands
concerning infrastructure assets. Secondly, it examines the readiness of the current road
infrastructure to accommodate AVs and identifies the influencing factors that need to
be considered for the successful implementation of the new technology on public roads.
Thirdly, it strives to address the identified gaps by providing recommendations to ease the
transition to AVs.

The organization of the remaining article is structured as follows: Section 2 presents
the materials and methods applied to conduct the present study. The results of each
methodological step are analyzed in Section 3 and discussed in Section 4. Finally, Section 5
concludes the work and presents the direction of future research.

2. Materials and Methods

The primary objective of this research was to develop an evidence-based framework to
explore the feasibility of each deployment strategy and evaluate the readiness of the current
infrastructure for the implementation of AVs. The methodology involves the following
tasks: (i) review of the road design requirements for each strategy, (ii) identification of
specific parameters that allow the simulation of AVs’ behavior and determination of their
values, (iii) development of the respective traffic models, and (iv) application of the two
strategies in a real-world case study pertaining to various plausible scenarios.

2.1. Road Infrastructure Requirements for Automated Vehicles

The first step of the methodological approach was to identify and summarize the
available evidence on geometric road design implications of AVs. A comprehensive and
systematic literature search was conducted with the primary purpose of providing a broad
descriptive overview of the topic by accumulating the existing literature and mapping its
results. The following bibliographic databases were used to identify potential sources of
evidence: Science Direct, Transportation Research International Documentation, and Web
of Science. In order to achieve a comprehensive and precise search, a two-step strategy
was adopted. More specifically, after identifying peer-reviewed articles (i.e., step 1), two
more information sources were examined (i.e., step 2): (i) grey literature and (ii) documents
suggested by the authors. Keywords defining the research topic’s content were linked
using Boolean operators and were applied to provide results as shown below:

• road AND (infrastructure OR geometry OR design) AND (“automated vehicle*” OR
“autonomous vehicle*” OR “automated car*” OR “autonomous car*” OR “driver-
less vehicle*” OR “self-driving vehicle*” OR “driver-less car*” OR “self-driving
car*” OR “driverless vehicle*” OR “driverless car*” OR “automated driving” OR
“autonomous driving”)

In the context of this work, reviewed studies were required to report potential geo-
metric road design implications of AVs. Only documents published in English up to and
including 2020 were considered.

2.2. Modelling of Automated Vehicles’ Driving Behavior

The adopted methodology’s next step necessitated identifying and selecting an appro-
priate set of driver behavior parameters to model AVs. The recognition and determination
were based on a review of previous relevant research studies and recommendations from
the software developer. This work presumed that AVs in the “something everywhere”
strategy would operate on existing transport networks in mixed-flow traffic conditions
with lower-automation capabilities, while on the “everything somewhere” strategy, they
will function as fully automated only on designated infrastructure. Furthermore, their
driving behavior would be rule-based without variations.
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2.3. Traffic Model Development

Traffic modeling and simulation can help us explore AVs’ implications on transport
networks and transport infrastructure [22–24]. This study utilized the microscopic multi-
modal traffic flow simulation software package PTV Vissim, developed by PTV AG to
model complex road geometries [25]. In PTV Vissim, different sets of parameters define
vehicles’ longitudinal and lateral behavior and their responses toward road infrastructure.
A common signalized intersection was designed in PTV Vissim based on real-world cases
in Belgium to examine the readiness of the current infrastructure. The study area is a cross
at-grade intersection controlled by traffic lights where the speed limit is 50 km/h. The
major branches each have two traffic lanes plus a dedicated left-turn lane, a channelized
right-turn lane, and a median. The minor street has one traffic lane in each direction plus
dedicated left-turn lanes. Lane width on the main street is 3.00 m (i.e., 9.84 feet), whereas,
on the minor street, it is 2.50 m (i.e., 8.20 feet).

The simulations intend to examine the readiness of the infrastructure and the feasibility
of the different approaches for AV deployment. Although we try to model the road
environment as close as possible to the actual conditions in this work, the models were
not calibrated or validated since they are not site-specific or time-specific [26]. For each
simulation run, a 15-min “warm-up” period before the analysis is foreseen to fill up the
system (vehicles do not spend more than 10 min crossing the intersection). The final results
of each scenario are the average values of 20 model runs with different random seeds to
obtain greater variability in the results [27]. The total number of simulations performed
was 100 (5 scenarios × 20 simulations).

2.4. Scenarios—Implementation Strategies

Table 2 contains the modeled scenarios that reflect the different implementation
strategies for AVs. Two models in PTV Vissim were developed:

• The existing intersection to examine the “something everywhere” strategy by explor-
ing the interactions of AVs and no-AVs in common traffic conditions in Belgium, i.e.,
a do-nothing scenario with no requirements or public investment where AVs and
no-AVs co-exist;

• A modified intersection based on the literature review findings that could be consid-
ered appropriate for the “everything somewhere” strategy, i.e., a basic-adjustment
scenario (short-term implementation scenario with no-AVs still available to the public),
where minimum requirements are applied to ensure traffic safety, with minimum/no
public investment.

Table 2. Modeled scenarios.

Scenario
Fleet Composition

No-AVs Low Levels of AVs High Levels of AVs

Base 100%

“something everywhere” strategy

Early deployment period 75% 25%
Late deployment period 25% 75%

“everything somewhere” strategy

Early deployment period 75% 25%
Late deployment period 25% 75%

Two different levels of AV penetration (i.e., 25% and 75%) were considered, trying
to reflect diverse periods of their deployment (i.e., early period and late period). A high
traffic flow scenario (peak hour) representing usual traffic conditions in urban areas (i.e.,
traffic congestion, delays, longer travel time) was considered for every simulation to study
the interactions between vehicles and infrastructure in the most critical possible condition.
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3. Results
3.1. Road Infrastructure Requirements for AVs

Since the implementation of AVs is still in its first steps (i.e., mainly under develop-
ment or in test mode) and extensive actual data is not yet available, road infrastructure
requirements for AVs were identified based on a multi-round literature scan of the media,
technical reports, academic papers, and related projects. Table 3 reports the available
evidence. It should be highlighted that the identified requirements are indications and
not evidence-based and they mostly refer to higher levels of AVs operating under an
“everything somewhere” scenario, i.e., segregated infrastructure for AVs.

Table 3. Road design requirements for automated vehicles (Avs).

Study Road Element Implication

Hayeri et al. (2015) [9]
Johnson (2017) [8]

Farah et al. (2018) [4]
Saeed (2019) [28]

lane width reduced lane width

Farah et al. (2018) [4]
McDonald and Rodier (2015) [10]

Saeed (2019) [28]
Wang and Yu (2019) [29]

speed limits increased speed limits

McDonald and Rodier (2015) [10] central reservation not required

Hayeri et al. (2015) [9] central reservation reduced central reservation

Nitsche et al. [30]
Johnson (2017) [8]

Gowling WLG (2018) [31]
Somers (2019) [32]
Saeed (2019) [28]

Lu et al. (2019) [33]
Liu et al. (2019) [34]

lane markings required

Nitsche et al. [30]
Johnson (2017) [8]

Gowling WLG (2018) [31]
Somers (2019) [32]
Saeed (2019) [28]

Lu et al. (2019) [33]
Liu et al. (2019) [34]

road signs required

Somers (2019) [31]
Liu et al. (2019) [33] curbs required

Duarte and Ratti (2018) [35] traffic signals required

Hayeri et al. (2015) [9]
Saeed (2019) [28] traffic signals not required

Saeed (2019) [28]
Wang and Yu (2019) [29] stopping sight distance reduced stopping sight

distance

Hayeri et al. (2015) [9]
Gowling WLG (2018) [30]

Saeed (2019) [28]
Liu et al. (2019) [33]

shoulders required

Johnson (2017) [8] corner radii tighter corner radii

Saeed (2019) [28] corner radii standard corner radii

In mixed traffic conditions, i.e., the “something everywhere” scenario, the co-existence
of AVs and no-AVs will most probably not allow significant modifications on the current
geometric road design standards. For instance, a narrow lane may be sufficient for AVs,
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although the current lane width recommendations should be maintained for human drivers.
In addition, lanes should be sufficiently wide to allow the passage of intervention vehicles.
From the literature, it was also possible to identify that new road infrastructure elements
that could initially support the “everything somewhere” approach are the addition of new
road lanes dedicated for AVs or the modification of existing lanes only for AVs.

3.2. Modeling AV’s Driving Behavior

To evaluate the benefits of each implementation strategy, the calibration of PTV
Vissim’s driving behavior models was necessary to better capture AVs’ driving performance.
However, the new technology is mostly under development or in test mode. Thus, limited
empirical data is publicly available. At the moment, it is expected that AVs will operate
with smaller headways, shorter reaction times, and higher speeds compared to no-AVs.
In this study, an appropriate set of driver behavior parameters and their values was
determined from a review of previous initiatives as well as recommendations from the
software developer.

In both the examined deployment approaches, the driving performance characteristics
of AVs were regarded as more enhanced than no-AVs. However, in the “something
everywhere” strategy, where AVs would have to share the same road infrastructure with
human drivers, their driving behavior was considered as “cautious”, e.g., shorter headways
than no-AVs, compared to the “everything somewhere”, where it was considered as
“aggressive”, e.g., even shorter headways than the previous approach. Table 4 describes the
vehicle capabilities of AVs that were added for each strategy [3], while Table 5 presents the
specific parameters adjusted to capture these behaviors. The assigned values were obtained
from similar and well-documented studies [26,36,37] as well as the recommendations that
were provided by PTV AG on how to model AVs in PTV Vissim considering different types
of driving behaviors [38] and serve the purposes of this work (i.e., to represent the changes
in vehicles’ behavior). It should be highlighted that for the simulation of AVs in both cases,
the Wiedemann 99 car-following model was calibrated as it contains more parameters
and better allows the modeling of AVs, while in the case of no-AVs, the Wiedemann
74 car-following model was adopted as it is suggested for urban road environments [38].

Table 4. Behavior of vehicles in PTV Vissim.

Type of Vehicles Description Impact on Vehicle Operation

No-AVs the default behavior is assumed

AVs in “something
everywhere” Strategy

automated longitudinal and lateral
behavior is assumed

reduced space between vehicles and faster and
smoother acceleration/deceleration

AVs in “everything
somewhere” Strategy

enhanced automated longitudinal and
lateral behavior is assumed

more significant reduction in space between vehicles
and gap acceptance for lane change and even faster and

smoother acceleration/deceleration

Table 5. Adjusted parameters in PTV Vissim.

Parameter Definition

Type of Vehicles Source

AVs in
“Something
Everywhere”

Strategy

AVs in
“Everything
Somewhere”

Strategy

AVs in
“Something
Everywhere”

Strategy

AVs in
“Everything
Somewhere”

Strategy

CC0 the average desired standstill
distance between two vehicles. 1 m (3.28 ft) 0.5 m (1.64 ft) adopted from

[36–38] adopted from [26]

CC1
time distribution of

speed-dependent part of desired
safety distance.

0.5 s 0.5 s adopted from
[36,37]

adjusted based on
[39]

recommendations
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Table 5. Cont.

Parameter Definition

Type of Vehicles Source

AVs in
“Something
Everywhere”

Strategy

AVs in
“Everything
Somewhere”

Strategy

AVs in
“Something
Everywhere”

Strategy

AVs in
“Everything
Somewhere”

Strategy

CC2 restricts the distance difference
(longitudinal oscillation). 2 m (6.56 ft) 0 m (0 ft) adopted from [36]

adjusted based on
[39]

recommendations

CC4 defines negative speed difference
during the following process. −0.1 0 adopted from

[36,37]

adjusted based on
[39]

recommendations

CC5 defines positive speed difference
during the following process. 0.1 0 adopted from

[36,37]

adjusted based on
[39]

recommendations

CC6
influence of distance on speed

oscillation while in the following
process.

0 km/h 0 km/h adopted from
[36,37]

adjusted based on
[39]

recommendations

CC7 oscillation during acceleration. 0.25 m/s2

(0.82 ft/s2)
0.4 m/s2

(1.3 ft/s2)
adopted from [36] adopted from

[26,37]

CC8 desired acceleration when
starting from a standstill.

3.5 m/s2

(11.48 ft/s2)
4 m/s2

(13.12 ft/s2)
adopted from [36] adopted from [37]

Min headway
(front/rear)

the minimum distance between
two vehicles that must be

available after a lane change, so
that the change can take place.

0.5 m (1.64
ft) 0.2 m (0.65 ft)

adjusted based on
[39]

recommendations

adjusted based on
[39]

recommendations

Observed
Vehicles

the number of observed vehicles
or certain network objects affect
how well vehicles in the link can

predict other vehicles’
movements and react accordingly.

10 10 adopted from [37] adopted from [37]

Smooth
closeup

behavior

if this option is checked, vehicles
slow down more evenly when

approaching a stationary obstacle.
X X adopted from [37] adopted from [37]

More analytically, in [38], the software developer provides general guidelines concern-
ing the calibration of the PTV Vissim parameters for different driving behaviors of AVs,
i.e., cautious, normal, all-knowing. It can be concluded that the values of the respective
parameters are equal or more close to the default values in the case of cautious and normal
driving behavior and significantly varying in the case of all-knowing driving behavior. This
study, as it was previously explained, assumes that AVs will adopt a more conservative
approach, i.e., cautious/normal driving behavior when they will have to share the roads
with human-driven vehicles compared to a more aggressive approach, i.e., all-knowing
driving behavior when they will operate on dedicated infrastructure. Having that in mind,
studies aiming to evaluate the impact of different driving behavior modes of AVs were
consulted [26,36,37]. After reviewing the applied values, this study adopted most of the
values that are consistent with the PTV AG recommendations and adjusted specific values
to provide a noticeable change in AVs driving behavior in the “something everywhere”
strategy compared to human-driven vehicles and a more drastic change in the “everything
somewhere” strategy. For instance, the standstill distance was reduced from 1.5 m (default
value) for human-driven vehicles to 1 m for AVs in the “something everywhere” strategy
and to 0.5 m for AVs in the “everything somewhere” strategy. The last column of Table 5
explains how the value of each listed parameter was determined. It should be noted that
only the recommendations on driving behavior parameters that can be modified within the
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PTV Vissim program were considered for this analysis since this study strives to evaluate
the operational effects of AVs based on different policy decisions.

3.3. Scenarios—Implementation Strategies

For the first implementation strategy of AVs, i.e., “something everywhere”, no mod-
ification on the existing road network was considered as the road infrastructure should
also be suitable for human drivers (Figure 1). For the second implementation strategy, i.e.,
“everything somewhere”, a modified intersection based on the respective literature review
findings was designed. More specifically, an existing lane was changed to a dedicated lane
for AVs (dark grey-colored) on the major street to define the potential implications of the
“everything somewhere” strategy in urban areas where not enough space is available for
adding new lanes (Figure 2). Since this work also examines the readiness of the current
road infrastructure, no additional investments or other special operation priorities for AVs
were considered.
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Another important parameter considered in the intersection redesign concerning the
second implementation strategy, i.e., “everything somewhere”, was not increasing the
risk to other road users from a more complex road environment and not changing how a
traffic network works. For these reasons, the dedicated left-turn lanes at the major street
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were removed to reduce the number of potential conflict points of AVs and no-AVs. The
intersection control type remained similar to the past in order not to increase the risk for
vulnerable road users, although different signal groups were assigned for AVs and no-AVs
movements, and the intergreen times were recalculated to assure the safe operation of the
intersection. More specifically, the total traffic signal timing for the main streets remained
the same, but it was equally split between the AVs and no-AVs movements. The vehicles
retained their no-AVs capabilities when they entered the minor street and vice versa.

3.4. Traffic Micro-Simulation Results

Table 6 presents an overview of the findings of each scenario. The results focus on the
intersection performance with observed values:

• Total delay per vehicle;
• Stop delay per vehicle;
• Average queue length; and
• Level of service (LOS).

Table 6. Traffic performance results.

Scenario
Total Delay
per Vehicle

(s)

Stop Delay
per Vehicle

(s)

Queue
Length (m)

Number
of Stops

per Vehicle
LOS

Base 27.07 18.79 6.67 0.74 C

“something everywhere” strategy

Early deployment period 26.52 18.43 6.43 0.73 C
Late deployment period 25.86 18.07 6.17 0.70 C

“everything somewhere” strategy

Early deployment period 56.36 183.10 147.91 6.67 F
Late deployment period 43.69 180.23 149.62 8.61 F

Total delay per vehicle is the average total delay per vehicle in seconds. It is measured
as the difference in the actual travel time and the theoretical travel time, while stop delay per
vehicle is the average standstill time per vehicle in seconds, not including passenger stop
times at public transportation stops or parking lots [39]. The LOS is used as a qualitative
measure to analyze the intersection by assigning quality levels of traffic (A = free flow,
B = stable flow, C = restricted flow, D = high-density flow, E = unstable flow, F = forced flow)
based on performance measures like vehicle speed, density, congestion, etc. [40]. Heavy
vehicles were not considered in this study. This study intends to compare the relative
changes and differences among different scenarios and not the absolute values that should
be calibrated and coupled with the actual measures in reality.

The results show that all simulations correspond to a high flow scenario with con-
gestion and delays. Compared to the base scenario, the delay decreased (Figure 3) by
introducing AVs in the road network in the mixed traffic flow scenario. However, the
reductions are not statistically significant, indicating that AVs could not solve congestion
problems in urban areas even in a high penetration rate scenario. The implementation of
exclusive lanes worsens the situation since the total delay, and the number of stops per
vehicle increased dramatically due to the higher number of movements that should be
controlled (Figures 3 and 4).
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Tables 7 and 8 show the traffic performance results for each direction of the main street.
The direction with the channelized right-turn presented better results in terms of total delay,
stop delay, number of stops per vehicle, and queue length in every scenario. However, the
two-lane street presented a higher reduction in total delay per vehicle (Figure 5). Although
the differences are insignificant, traditional road design concepts may not serve the new
paradigm shift in traffic very well.

Table 7. Traffic performance results of the two-lane street.

Scenario
Total Delay
per Vehicle

(s)

Stop Delay
per Vehicle

(s)

Queue
Length (m)

Number
of Stops

per Vehicle
LOS

Base 26.33 17.58 12.98 0.75 C

“something everywhere” strategy

Early deployment period 25.93 17.44 12.57 0.74 C
Late deployment period 25.35 17.27 12.06 0.72 C
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Table 8. Traffic performance results of the two-lane street with a channelized right-turn lane.

Scenario
Total Delay
per Vehicle

(s)

Stop Delay
per Vehicle

(s)

Queue
Length (m)

Number
of Stops

per Vehicle
LOS

Base 25.74 17.76 10.26 0.72 C

“something everywhere” strategy

Early deployment period 25.44 17.59 10.12 0.72 C
Late deployment period 24.93 17.33 9.88 0.70 C
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4. Discussion

The study’s findings highlight AVs’ risk as another technology that never reached its
maturity and adds further weight to the argument of segregated or not segregated infras-
tructure for AVs. The insignificant changes in traffic performance (i.e., no improvements)
imply the low readiness of road networks in urban areas to deploy AVs. The redesign of
roads based on AVs requirements, e.g., tighter corner radii, reduced stopping sight distance,
narrower lane width, would result in a more demanding road environment for human
drivers. The risk of road crashes would be higher as a consequence. Furthermore, the
potential removal of traffic signals would probably further aggravate the traffic conditions.
It is indisputable that current road design guidelines should be adopted as long as AVs
and no-AVs are expected to share the same roads.

On the other hand, the transformation of the existing urban road environment to
create infrastructure for AVs provides limited possibilities, and it can turn out costly and
not feasible. The traffic-microsimulation results suggested that potential segregation of
AVs and no-AVs may require additional infrastructure to enhance their traffic performance,
e.g., increased need for underpasses and bridges [8]. Moreover, the use of dedicated lanes
in the context of the “everything somewhere” approach, even if it appears as a prominent
solution, there is a lack of knowledge whether this is the optimal approach for congested
urban areas. The results of the simulations indicated that the complexity of road networks
in cities could reduce AVs’ anticipated benefits (e.g., fuel savings and traffic performance).
Very little research has been done on infrastructure design and requirements for dedicated
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lanes (e.g., lane width, the transition zones between automated and manual driving,
optimization of traffic signals operation). Moreover, operational issues (e.g., prevent
conventional vehicles from using these lanes, ensure that the appropriate driving mode
is active or how the transition (automatically or manually) would be made) need further
investigation [30]. Further research is required to explore suitable road design applications
for their deployment and study their impact on road safety and traffic efficiency

There is also a clear knowledge gap on the impact of AVs on safety and their inter-
actions with vulnerable road users in urban areas. In addition, new types of crashes may
emerge after the implementation of AVs (e.g., system failure, sensors malfunction, late
response on responsibility transferred from the vehicle to the driver). Safety is a critical as-
pect for transportation engineers, and safety evaluation studies of AVs are vital before they
become confident that these technologies will result in improvements. The deployment of
AVs on public roads will also raise some operational concerns resulting from infrastructure
conditions (e.g., pavement deterioration or not well-maintained road signs and markings).
Further research is needed on how to address such issues and achieve standardization and
harmonization among different countries.

5. Conclusions

In this study, we did not attempt to go deep into details of the benefits and implications
of AVs but to examine if the road infrastructure is ready for them. It is evident from the
literature review that for each strategy, different requirements are needed. In general, the
results of this study highlight the need for advanced design and planning of infrastructure
to ensure that AVs will reach their full potential. More specifically, the segregation of
AVs and no-AVs would create a more demanding scenario in terms of road infrastructure
requirements compared to a mixed traffic flow scenario in urban areas. In the latter case,
maintaining the existing infrastructure under specific standards is the main requirement to
proceed with the “something everywhere” strategy.

The analysis of the results also demonstrates that the “everything somewhere” strat-
egy depends more on the road infrastructure’s readiness than the “something everywhere”
approach that depends more on the market penetration of AVs. The road infrastructure
should guarantee the smooth and safe operation of AVs. Otherwise, despite the consid-
erable progress in autonomous vehicle technology, a lack of evidence to support solid
decisions could result in a failed technology.

This study contributes to determining the need for research on the difficult questions
related to the readiness of the road infrastructure and the feasibility of each strategy in
urban areas. It identifies that roads’ geometric design can dramatically affect AVs’ expected
benefits and the difficulties of implementing dedicated lanes for AVs in urban networks.
The findings also guide decision-makers and transport authorities when considering
future vehicle fleet mixes and road infrastructure design and planning. The proposed
evidence-based framework can be straightforwardly used to examine different road design
configurations as well as different market penetration scenarios of AVs.

Although the presented findings provide a useful starting point in understanding
the scale of implications for each deployment strategy of AVs and practical suggestions
concerning their application, the limitations of this study should be taken into consideration.
As real-world AVs data is not widely accessible if available, the driving behavior of AVs
within a real-world road network is still unknown, and their modeling is based on a series
of assumptions that may limit the reliability of the outcomes. Nevertheless, this study
follows previous best practices and aims to capture the enhanced driving performance of
AVs compared to human-driven vehicles. Additionally, this study only considers a small
network element and focuses on the urban road environment due to its challenging nature.
It is expected that the deployment of AVs in highway environments would decrease the
potential constraints and the infrastructure demands.

To fill the missing gaps identified and outlined in this study, future work could involve
the development of an integrated safety evaluation using surrogate safety measures by
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coupling the microsimulation model PTV Vissim and SSAM (Surrogate Safety Assessment
Model) [41] to advance the understanding of AVs’ implication on road design and safety.
The SSAM tool, which was released by the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), will
provide us with surrogate safety measures, as well as the classification of conflict type
and help us identify the most critical road geometry parameters. The SSAM automates
traffic conflict analysis by processing vehicle trajectories from a microscopic traffic model
(e.g., PTV Vissim), records surrogate measures of road safety, and determines whether an
interaction between vehicles satisfies the condition deemed to be a conflict.
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